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   In May, 1877, after reading Alexander Pushkin’s classic novel-in-verse, 

Eugene Onegin, it is fair to say that Tchaikovsky was inspired – even smitten 
- in a fateful way. He began to work earnestly on a libretto for an opera in 

three acts based on Pushkin’s story.  

   It tells of Tatiana, a sheltered country girl who writes a letter to a dashing 
and foppish visitor from St. Petersburg named Onegin. In the letter, she 

confesses her passion for him, only to be curtly rejected the next day. 
Shortly after, Onegin kills the fiancé of Tatiana’s sister in a duel, and 

promptly leaves to travel abroad. Several years later, while attending a ball 
at the palace of Prince Gremin in St. Petersburg, Onegin sees Tatiana, now a 

sophisticated society woman married to the prince. The sight of her awakens 

his love and he pleads for her to go away with him. But Tatiana dismisses 
him to remain loyal to her husband, leaving Onegin to despair over his 

earlier mistake of rejecting her. 

   In June, 1877, an elated Tchaikovsky wrote to his brother, Modest, “I am 

in love with the image of Tatiana. I am under the spell of Pushkin’s poetry, 

and am compelled to compose the music as if by irresistible attraction.” In a 
strange turn of events, while he was composing the scene wherein Tatiana 

writes her letter to Onegin, Tchaikovsky himself received an unsolicited 
letter from a former student, Antonina Miliukova, whom he had forgotten. In 

it, the young woman desperately declared her love and a marriage proposal. 
After his initial efforts to turn her away gently, the composer was perhaps 

overcome by the uncanny irony of the parallel with the opera’s story. He 
agreed to marry her in July, 1877. The marriage was a disastrous mistake, 

lasting less than three months. After leaving his wife, he suffered an 
emotional collapse and retreated to Western Europe for a year, during which 

time he completed the opera by January, 1878. 

   Yet even in the throes of his depression, Tchaikovsky wrote of his most 
popular opera, “If ever music was written with sincere passion, with love for 

the story and the characters in it, it is the music for Onegin. I trembled…with 
inexpressible delight while writing it.” Indeed, the opera is lush with both 

gentle melancholy and passionate lyricism, accented with episodes of a more 
decorative nature.  



   A particularly vivacious example of such an episode begins the opera’s 

third act, set in Prince Gremin’s palace ballroom, and featuring the 
Polonaise, a traditional ceremonial couple dance from Poland. Exhilarating 

trumpet fanfares announce the guests as they enter the ballroom in all their 
elegant pomp. As the bedazzled Onegin beholds the charming Tatiana, the 

music quickly moves into the bright, spritely rhythms of the dance, followed 
just as quickly by the delicate central theme for winds along with an airy 

cello melody. The energy gradually intensifies as the opening dance theme 
returns with increasing tempo in an emphatic dash to the thrilling final 

notes. 
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